
Supplemental Figure 1.  NR3E-paraestrol A interaction diagram.

The interactions shown are those mediated by hydrogen bonds, hydrophobic contacts and π-π

interaction. Hydrogen bonds with the amino acids from the NR3E binding pocket are indicated by

dashed lines between the atoms involved, while hydrophobic contacts are represented by an arc

with spokes radiating towards the paraestrol A atoms they contact. The contacted atoms are shown

with spokes radiating back. The figure was drafted using LIGPLOT v.4.5.3 and manually edited to

add the paraestrol A carbon and ring numbering according to the IUPAC sterol nomenclature.
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Supplemental Figure 2
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Supplemental Figure 2 (continued)
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Supplemental Figure 2 (continued)
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Supplemental Figure 2 (continued)
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Supplemental Figure 2 (continued)
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Supplemental Figure 2 (continued)
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Supplemental Figure 2. Full-length alignment of cnidarian NR3E with already known

members of the NR3 family. 

The DNA-binding domain (DBD) is highlighted with light grey. Within it, two interaction sites

with DNA response elements (P-box and D-box) are boxed, and the nine conserved cystein residues

are highlighted in orange. The twelve helices of the ligand binding domain (LBD) are boxed based

on the human ERα sequence. As in Figure 5, residues involved in estrogen binding in ER are

highlighted in green. Homologous residues that are shared by the cnidarian NR3E and the

vertebrate oxosteroid receptors (SRs) are highlighted in pink. The cnidarian-specific N79-W80

anchor is highlighted in brown. 
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Supplemental Table 1. Identity percentages of DBDs and LBDs when compared to NR3E

from Hydra.
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DBD LBD
-- --
66.7 28.8
85.1 51.2
79.1 40.6
79.1 41.7
85.1 52.1
83.6 49.3
79.1 42.2
-- 42.7
79.1 43.1
79.1 42.2
79.1 42.2
79.1 42.2
68,2 24.4
66.7 26.8
66.7 26.3
65.2 21.2
65.2 22.8
69.7 21.1
68,2 22.4
69.7 19.7
65.7 23.3
71.2 22.8
71.2 23.4
53 18.2
56.1 19.4
57.6 17.5
51.5 16.6

NR3E Hydra magnipapillata
NR3F Trichoplax adhaerens
NR3E Hydractinia symbiolongicarpus
NR3E Aurelia aurita
NR3E Rhopilema esculentum
NR3E Podocoryna carnea
NR3E Nanomia bijuga
NR3E Chironex fleckeri
NR3E Alatina alata
NR3E Morbakka virulenta
NR3E Tripedalia cystophora
NR3E Copula sivickisi
NR3E Chironex yamaguchi
ERRa Homo sapiens
ERRb Homo sapiens
ERRg Homo sapiens
ERR Drosophila melanogaster
ERR Crassostrea gigas
NR3D Crassostrea gigas
NR3D Aplysia californica
NR3D Platynereis dumerilii
ER Branchiostoma floridae
ERa Homo sapiens
ERb Homo sapiens
SR Branchiostoma floridae
GR Homo sapiens
MR Homo sapiens
AR Homo sapiens



Supplemental Figure 3. Paraestrol A docking into the ligand binding pocket of estrogen

related receptor γ homology-based model of Hydra NR3E. (a) Superposition of the NR3E

structural model using ERRγ structure (in dark green) where the paraestrol A is represented in light

green, the ERRγ structure used as template (PDB id: 3D24) is represented in red and for

comparison the paraestrol A position found in the NR3E ER model in pink. (b) Detailed view of the

ligand binding pocket of NR3E ERRγ-based model, highlighting interactions (in yellow dashed

lines) between the paraestrol and residues Q42 and N79. Results of the first round of docking

experiments are represented in grey, showing one hydrogen bond (in red dashed line) between

paraestrol and residue Q42. (c) Detailed view of the binding pocket of NR3E ERα-based model,

highlighting interactions (in yellow dashed lines) between the paraestrol and residues Q42 and N79.

Results of the first round of docking experiments are represented in grey, showing one hydrogen

bond (in red dashed line) between paraestrol and residue N79.
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